Sitraffic SST5
Outstation for the control of motorway
traffic management systems
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Managing traffic
with Sitraffic SST5 outstation

Enhanced safety and improved traffic flows
on freeways and motorways

The heart of the traffic management system
The Sitraffic SST5 outstation

Traffic management systems on motorways can be
used to warn drivers of congestion, black ice or fog on the
section ahead, thus helping reduce accident numbers. The
speed limits set by the system make traffic flow more
smoothly and evenly, which increases throughput at critically
high traffic loads and minimizes the risk of congestion and
accidents. The outstations also serve to record traffic and
environmental data and control the variable message signs
on major interurban roads.

The Sitraffic SST5 outstation works as the central
Field level controller of traffic management systems.
The numerous interfaces of the control system allow
the link-up of a wide variety of data terminals, such as
detectors, environmental sensors, display panel as well as
other operational components. Yunex Traffic supplies
all technical components for traffic management systems,
from the control center down to the individual controllers –
scalability guaranteed

Tried and tested: Yunex Traffic technology in action
Building on many years of experience in designing
outstations, Yunex Traffic has launched Sitraffic SST5, the
newest generation of outstations for the control of traffic
management systems. The SST5 complies fully with the
current TLS 2012 standard (Technische Lieferbedingungen
für Streckenstationen), which stipulates the technical delivery
conditions for outstations. As the relevant standard for
outstations in Germany, Austria and Slovenia, the TLS is
also the relevant technical standard in many other countries
around the world. Our Sitraffic SST5 is also in full conformity
with the CE standards currently in force in Europe.
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Sitraffic SST5 for the control
of a motorway monitoring and
control point

The components of an outstation are distributed over
the following functional and locational units:

data, such as temperature, visibility and road conditions or
wind speeds.

•
•
•
•

The display panel system consists of several variable
message signs, either mounted on a gantry or on supports at
the roadside. The variable message signs display various
types of driver information, for instance hazard warnings,
speed limits, no passing signs, situation specific signs or
lane use signals. The Sitraffic SST5 outstation is compatible
with prismatic or LED-type variable message signs and with
traffic signal heads. The system’s modular design allows
easy and flexible combination of different components and
technologies to tailor the outstation
to the specific needs of the location and the project.

Switch cabinet containing the controller
Measurement point
Display panel system
Data transmission

The switch cabinet contains the controller as well as the
power supply equipment for the outstation. The controller
module uses the partyline bus and the communications
computer to communicate with the relevant control
subcenter. All field bus devices are connected to the switch
cabinet and controlled from there. The control module also
monitors and reports the operational status of the entire
outstation.
The measuring point consists of traffic detectors that
monitor key parameters of the vehicles passing on the
individual lanes, for instance a double induction loop
embedded in the road surface combined with a processing
module housed in the switch cabinet. Or a number of
overhead detectors mounted on the gantry to monitor the
traffic from above. The detectors collect the traffic data and
transmit them via a communication bus to the controller.
In addition, measurement and control points include
environmental sensors, which can also be connected
directly to the controller. The sensors record a variety of
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In addition to the functions specified in the TLS 2012, the
Sitraffic SST5 outstation offers a range of other valuable
features:
•
•
•
•
•

A generously dimensioned touch screen for even more
convenient data display and system operation
Multiple data transmission options: serial or via Ethernet
(TCP/IP), wireless or cable bound (conventional or fiber
optic cable)
Integrated software download facilities right through to
field equipment level
Modular software design for flexible adaptation to the
customer’s r equirements
Backplane allows flexible addition of various interfaces
on the platter at any time
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The Sitraffic SST5 outstation
Since their introduction in 1992, several generations of the
Yunex family of controllers have proven their worth in
numerous projects around the world.
Sitraffic SST5
The Sitraffic SST5 outstation has been designed for multiple
functions, including recording traffic and environmental data
and controlling LED-based or prismatic variable message
signs, LED signal heads, traffic control equipment such as
barriers/gates and ramp metering systems as well as other
components used in traffic management systems. The
outstation has been designed for use with complex traffic
management and guidance systems comprising a large
number of field devices.
The basic version of the SST5 consists of a controller with 9
serial interfaces, 2 analog interfaces, 64 digital interfaces, 2
Ethernet interfaces and 2 USB ports. In addition it is
prepared for accommodating up to eight Yunex doubleloop
detector modules, a touch screen display, an internal 230 V
AC/24 V DC power supply unit as well as several expansion
boards for additional serial and digital interfaces and/or for
the connection of additional components via Profibus/CAN
bus. Since the cables are connected on the rear side of the
frame, Sitraffic SST5 outstations are generally installed in
swiveling frames.
As an option, the Sitraffic SST5 can be extended using 19’’
racks for accommodating additional components (doubleloop detectors, modems, etc.).
The Sitraffic SST5, just like the other outstations of the
Sitraffic SST5 family, has been designed for optimum energy
efficiency and low power consumption (“green” technology).
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The Sitraffic SST5 is powered either using an internal 230 V
AC/24 V DC supply unit or via an OPS module mounted on a
hat rail, which functions as UPS and offers optional phase
monitoring capability. The internal cabinet lighting uses lowenergy LED technology.
To meet the ever stricter requirements and allow new
functions, the outstations need to be equipped with powerful
hardware. The functionality and options of the Sitraffic
SST5/ComBox5 combination have been designed to meet
the specifications in the TLS, i.e. the technical delivery
conditions for outstations as published by
the German Federal Highway Research Institute BASt.
But Yunex Traffic is doing more: The new Sitraffic SST5
has been designed for easy assembly, operation and
maintenance. Certified for EMC (without cabinet), the
Sitraffic SST5 family is compatible with a wide range of
cabinet types. As standard option, the Sitraffic SST5
can be ordered with an NKT cabinet.
The Sitraffic SST5 is equipped with an extended redundancy function. In contrast to conventional redundant
systems, this redundancy function allows the parallel
operation of two processors and consequently the
simultaneous polling of all sensors and actors. This in turn
enables an immediate switch from the active to the passive
outstation function.
The basic version of the Sitraffic SST5 serves also as the
basis for the communication computer Sitraffic ComBox5.
The resulting limited variety of modules and components
helps optimize spare parts management for our service team
as well as for the customer.
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Sitraffic SST5 19“ rack (front)

Sitraffic SST5 19“ rack (rear)

Sitraffic SST5 modules mounted in a 2N cabinet

Sitraffic SST5 cabinet with LED lighting and door contacts
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The Sitraffic SST5-Stella outstation
Sitraffic SST5-Stella
The Sitraffic SST5-Stella outstation has been designed for
multiple functions, including recording traffic and environmental data and controlling LED-based or prismatic
variable message signs, LED signal heads, traffic control
equipment such as barriers/gates and ramp metering
systems as well as other components used in complex traffic
management systems.
The basic version contains a controller with 5 serial
interfaces, two analog interfaces, 30 digital interfaces, 1
Ethernet interface and 2 USB ports. In addition, the Sitraffic
SST5-Stella is prepared for accommodating up to 12 Yunex
Traffic LD4-FH double-loop detector modules and various
DIN rail modem modules (FSK modems, GPRS, UMTS,
etc.).
The Sitraffic SST5-Stella, just like the other outstations of the
Sitraffic SST5-Stella family, has been designed for optimum
energy efficiency and low power consumption (“green”
technology). The Sitraffic SST5-Stella is powered via an
internal 230 V AC/24 V DC supply unit, with a power
consumption rate of 7 W max. Besides the version using an
230 V AC/24 V DC power supply, the Sitraffic SST5-Stella is
also available in a version using off peak electricity (with 24
V DC battery incl. charge controller) or a version without
power supply unit (for instance for 12/24 V DC supply from
an external source such as a solar module or a fuel cell).
To meet the ever stricter requirements and allow new
functions, the outstations need to be equipped with powerful
hardware. The features and options included in our Sitraffic
SST5-Stella are based on the TLS specifications. In addition,
however, the new SST5-Stella has been designed for easy
assembly, operation and maintenance. In the standard
version, the Sitraffic SST5-Stella comes in a 1O cabinet
including mast fixation equipment.
Sitraffic SST5-Stella SC
Our Sitraffic SST5-Stella SC outstation offers the same
functions for monitoring and controlling field equipment as
Sitraffic SST5-Stella.
The SC version of Sitraffic SST5-Stella has been designed
mainly for incorporation in existing cabinets without IP54
protection.
The basic version contains a controller with 5 serial interfaces, 2 analog interfaces, 30 digital interfaces, 1 Ethernet
interface and 2 USB ports. In addition, it is prepared for the
accommodation of up to 8 Yunex Traffic double loop
detectors and various DIN rail modem modules (FSK
modem, GPRS, UMTS etc.).
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The Sitraffic SST5-Stella SC, just like the other outstations of
the Sitraffic SST5 family, has been designed for optimum
energy efficiency and low power consumption (“green”
technology). The Sitraffic SST5-Stella SC out station is
powered via an internal 230 V AC/24 V DC supply unit, with
a power consumption rate of 7 W max.
The features and options included in our Sitraffic SST5-Stella
SC are based on the TLS specifications. In addition,
however, the new Sitraffic SST5-Stella SC has been designed for easy assembly, operation and maintenance. As a
standard, the Sitraffic SST5-Stella SC comes in a Yunex
Traffic plastic housing (8HP1107, 460 × 307 × 147 mm).
The basic version of the Sitraffic SST5-Stella serves at the
same time as the basis for the communication computer
Sitraffic ComBox5-SC. The resulting limited variety of
modules and components helps optimize spare parts
management for our service team as well as for the
customer.
Sitraffic SST5-Stella MK
Our Sitraffic SST5-Stella MK outstation offers the same
functions for monitoring and controlling field equipment as
the Sitraffic SST5-Stella.
The “MK” version of the Sitraffic SST5-Stella is very compact and has been designed primarily for incorporation in
existing IP54-protected cabinets that offer but little room for
additional modules.
With the Sitraffic SST5-Stella MK, the customer benefits from
a high degree of flexibility in specifying the number of
functions and interfaces. In the basic version, it offers the
same functions as Sitraffic SST5-Stella SC.
The Sitraffic SST5-Stella MK, just like the other outstations of
the Sitraffic SST5 family, has been designed for optimum
energy efficiency and low power consumption (“green”
technology). It is powered via an internal 230 V AC/24 V DC
supply unit, with a power consumption rate of 7 W max.
The features and options included in our Sitraffic SST5-Stella
MK are based on the TLS specifications. In addition,
however, the new Sitraffic SST5-Stella MK has been designed for easy assembly, operation and maintenance. In the
standard version, the Sitraffic SST5-Stella MK is mounted on
a hat rail.
For additional information, please see the brochure on
Sitraffic ComBox5.
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Sitraffic SST5-Stella in a 1O cabinet (closed)

Sitraffic SST5-Stella in a 1O cabinet (door open)

Sitraffic SST5-Stella SC in a plastic housing (closed)

Sitraffic SST5-Stella MK mounted on top-hat rail
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Contact
Yunex GmbH
Otto-Hahn-Ring 6
81739 Munich
Germany
Tel: +49 (0) 89 7805 0
Email: contact@yunextraffic.com
All hardware and software names used are brand names
and/or trademarks of their respective holders.
© 2022 - Yunex Traffic.
Right of modifications reserved.
Imprint
Data Privacy Notice
Subject to changes and errors. The information given in this document only contains general descriptions and/or performance features which may
not always specifically reflect those described, or which may undergo modification in the course of further development of the products. The
requested performance features are binding only when they are expressly agreed upon in the concluded contract.
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